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Abstract
Most studies of visual aesthetic preference report that right-handers prefer pictorial arrangements
possessing left-to-right directionality and/or containing the region of greatest weight or interest
on the right side. However, visual aesthetic preference has also been linked to directional
scanning depending on the individual’s reading/writing habits. The present study aims to assess
the respective role of biological factors, related to the functional specialization of the two cerebral
hemispheres, indexed by handedness, and cultural factors (age-related reading/writing habits) in
visual aesthetic preference. For this purpose, we tested the effects of handedness, sex and age on
visual aesthetic preference in 40 children and 40 adults. Results revealed effects of handedness,
sex, and age as well as a relationship between directional scanning, reading/writing habits and
handedness. The question of a dynamic model of cerebral specialization based on interplay
between cerebral plasticity and cultural/environmental factors is raised.
Key words: Aesthetic preference, development, vision, hemispheric specialization, handedness,
sex, reading/writing habits.

Introduction
There is some evidence of a relationship between handedness and cognitive
performance particularly between handedness and perceptual asymmetries (Annett, 2002)
but the link between handedness and aesthetic preference remains a controversial. Most
studies have reported that right-handers but not left-handers prefer pictorial arrangements
possessing left-to-right directionality (for example, an image depicting a horse with a
rightward gallop) and/or containing the region of greatest weight or interest on the right
side (for example, a scene with a landscape with the most important objects on the right
side; Beaumont, 1985; Freimuth and Wapner, 1979; Levy, 1976; Mead and McLaughlin,
1992). In left-handers, Levy (1976) found no evidence of systematic preference, whereas
McLaughlin at al (1983) did find that this group tended to prefer asymmetric paintings
whose area of interest was in the left half of the picture.
The two main explanations proposed to account for this right hemispatial visual
preference in right-handers involve hemispheric activation. One proposition has been that when
the focus of interest is lateralized to the right side of the image, the left hemisphere (LH) is
activated, which corrects for the imbalance produced by the over-activation of the right
hemisphere (RH) induced by pictorial viewing (Levy, 1976; Goldstein, 2001). In contrast, other
authors have suggested that the rightward position of the focus of interest of an image would
attract the viewer’s gaze, leaving most of the picture in the left visual field and allowing the RH
to analyze the pictorial information (Beaumont, 1985).
Recently it was demonstrated that far from being solely dependent on hemispheric
specialization, visual aesthetic preference can be influenced by visuo-perceptual and/or motoric
exploratory strategies. When left-to-right and right-to-left readers were presented opposite-facing
picture pairs possessing directionality, the participants’ preference was related to reading/writing

directionality (Nachson, Argaman and Luria, 1999; Chokron and De Agostini, 2000).
Nevertheless, it is interesting to note that if reading/writing habits seem to determine the
preference for pictures expressing directionality, they do not modulate preference for landscape
pictures with no directional information. For these non-directional pictures, a rightward
preference was expressed by right-handed viewers irrespective of their reading habits, from leftto-right or from right-to-left (Chokron and De Agostini, 2000). These findings raise the question
of an interaction between cultural factors (picture directionality related to reading/writing
directionality) and cerebral dominance (rightward preference for pictures without manifest
directionality regardless of the viewer’s reading/writing habits) in aesthetic preference tasks.
However, using drawing tasks instead of perceptual ones, several authors have
demonstrated that handedness and reading/writing habits may influence the preferred
directionality (Reed and Smith, 1962; Gesell and Ames, 1947; Rice, 1930; Singh et al, 2000;
Vaid et al, 2002). For example, Shanon (1979) compared right- and left-handers with different
reading habits (left-to-right or right-to-left) using graphomotor and drawing tasks. He showed
that directionality of right-handers with either reading habit seems determined by biological
factors, whereas left-handers are more influenced by environmental factors and exhibit
compromises when these are in conflict with the biological factors.
Although a motor component is undoubtedly implicated in directional drawings (Picard,
2010), it is very likely that a perceptuo-motor integration is reflected by the ‘directionality’
preference. Takala (1951) has thus noticed that the perceptual object itself appears to acquire the
quality of ‘directedness’, with the feeling by some participants of being able to draw a picture
only in a given direction, the opposite direction seeming ‘wrong’. As Alter (1989) pointed out,
directionality in drawing could be related to a perceptual ordering or directional scanning bias.

In children, directionality expressed in visuo-motor tasks is generally related to
handedness. Drawing a horizontal line is one of the tasks that particularly differentiate between
right- and left-handed children: right-handers are predominantly right-directed whereas lefthanders predominantly show a left directionality for horizontal line drawing (Scheirs, 1990). In
other visuo-motor tasks, such as drawing a profile of a human face, a predominant lateral
direction is usually found in right-handed adults (profiles facing to the left) but not in left-handed
adults (De Agostini and Chokron, 2002). The few studies that investigated the perceptual aspects
of directionality or hemispatial predominance in children show that these lateral biases are related
to handedness. A natural left-to-right trend (e.g., seen prior to reading education) in directionality
exists only in right-handed children (Dreman, 1974).
The influence of another biological factor studied in this experiment is the sex effect. In
the 1970s, a large debate on possible sex differences in functional brain lateralization was a
central point in neuropsychological literature. A difference in language and visuospatial
lateralization has been suggested with greater hemispheric specialization seen in males than in
females, at least in right-handers (Kimura, 1999). Consistent with this hypothesis, Cela-Conde
and colleagues (2009), using magnetoencephalography to record brain activity during an
aesthetic preference task, found a bilateral activation in parietal regions in women, whereas it was
lateralized in the right hemisphere in men. However, some reviews of literature data tend to
minimize this sex difference, suggesting this could account only for 1% to 2% of the variance in
laterality (Hiscock et al., 1995).

In the present paper we test for the effect of both age and handedness, in males and
females, on visual aesthetic judgment. As mentioned earlier, using a visual aesthetic preference
paradigm, we were recently able to demonstrate that healthy, right-handed children and adults

significantly prefer pictures possessing the same directionality as their reading/writing habits
(Chokron and De Agostini, 2000). Indeed, right-handers (children and adults) with left-to-right
reading/writing habits significantly prefer pictures with a left-to-right directionality over their
mirror representation. This left-to-right preference might be due both to their functional
organization (as right-handers) and to their left-to-right scanning when reading.
As a matter of fact, biological directionality and reading/writing habits lead to the same
directional bias in aesthetic preference only for right-handers, at least in readers of left to right
languages. However, for left-handed individuals, the reported right-to left directional bias in left
to right readers (Karev, 1999; De Agostini and Chokron, 2002) may change over time as a
function of learning to read from left-to-right. Reading education has been found to shift
directional preferences among children. Nachson et al. (1983) found that Israeli school children
with a native right-to-left reading language demonstrated shifts in directional preference to leftto-right with increased exposure to written English. Furthermore, bi-literate children who learned
English and Hebrew concurrently showed a different directional pattern compared with
monoliterate English or Hebrew reading children. Thus, with greater exposure to reading a leftto-right language, the directional preference is likely to also strengthen. By testing both the effect
of age and handedness on visual aesthetic preference as well as that of sex, we aim to investigate
the interaction between biological and cultural factors in such processing. In this way, if the
performance of left-handers changes with age, it may reflect the growing effect of
reading/writing directionality on visual scanning. In the present experiment, we chose images of
objects with directionality that are identified as static, moving or that possess no directionality (:
e.g., landscapes) in order to assess the effect of these dimensions on visual aesthetic preference.

METHOD

Participants
Forty French children aged from 7 to 10 years [m=8.9 (0.6)] and 40 French adults aged from 20
to 30 years [m=22.9, (2.9)], neurologically normal, participated in the study. In each age group
there were 20 males and 20 females. Half of them were strongly right-handed and the remaining
half were strongly left-handed. The children’s hand preference was assessed using an instrument
reported in De Agostini and Dellatolas (1988), and that of the adults by the questionnaire
reported in Dellatolas et al. (1988). Children were tested in their school following informed
consent from parents. Adult participants provided informed consent.
Materials
The Aesthetic Preference Task administered is composed of 50 stimuli. For each stimulus
there are two mirror-image representations, positioned vertically on a sheet (21x29.6 cm). Stimuli
were classified into three series as illustrated in Figure 1. Series 1 contained 20 pictures
representing static objects (e.g. an asymmetric lamp); series 2 contained 20 pictures representing
moving objects (e.g., a goose); series 3 contained 10 pictures representing landscapes (e.g., a sun
umbrella on a beach).
For series 1 and 2, objects were located in the center of the sheet and they expressed a
left-to-right or right-to-left directionality. For series 3, the most salient aspect of the landscape
was positioned on the left (“left-landscape”) or right (“right-landscape”) half of the sheet. The
stimulus pairs were displayed in a random order. For each series, in half of the pairs the object
with a left-to-right directionality (or right preponderance for landscapes) was on the top of the
sheet; in the remaining half of the pairs it was on the bottom.

Figure 1: Examples of stimuli used in Aesthetic Preference Task.

Left-to-right: examples of a static and a moving objects where the left-to-right direction is
presented in the top figure and an example of a landscape image where in the bottom figure, the
relevant detail for identification is on the right side (“right-landscape”).

Procedure
Participants were presented with 50 mirror-image pairs of stimuli located one above the other and
were asked to indicate which stimulus was more interesting to look at or more aesthetically
pleasing. Equivalence was not allowed. Participants’ responses were coded as rightward
preference when the chosen item was an object that either faced to the viewer’s right or had the
area of interest on the right of the landscape. The scores in each task (pictures series) are
expressed in percentage of rightward preference: they varied from 0 (all leftward preference) to 1
(all right preference). A score of 0.5 revealed equal rates of rightward and leftward preference.
RESULTS

A linear mixed model analysis was carried out, with age, sex and handedness as betweensubjects variables, and picture series as a within-subject variable. Results showed two highly
significant main effects: series (static figures, m=0.61; moving figures, m=0.61; landscapes
figures, m=0.43; F(2,144)=26.80; p<.0001) and handedness (right-handers, m=0.63, left-handers
m=0.47; F(1,144)=20.94; p<.0001). The effects of sex (males, m=0.53; females, m=0.57; p=.17)
and age (children, m=0.52; adults, m=0.58; p=0.09) were not significant at the .05 level.
Nevertheless, the interpretation of the differences of main means is not simple because of the
presence of significant 2- and even 3-order interactions between the variables (series by age:
F(2,144)=2.90; p=.05; sex by manual preference by series: F(2,144)=3.08; p<.05), which shows
that the data have a complicated structure and makes separate task analysis necessary. The means

are quasi identical for static and moving figures but very different from landscapes figures. A
mixed model analysis including only static figures and moving figures showed that not only the
main series effect but also its interactions with the other factors were far from statistical
significance. This strongly suggests that moving and static figures behave similarly. So, we
combined moving and static figures scores to create a new score (directional figures), a
percentage of the right preference of the 40 items (Table 1).

Table 1: Mean scores (from 0 to 1) for right preference in Directional and Landscape images,
according to group age, manual preference, and sex.
Males
Females
CHILDREN
Right-handed Left-handed
Right-handed
Left-handed
(n=10)
(n=10)
(n=10)
(n=10)
Directional
0.62 (0.13)
0.48 (0.16)
0.72 (0.16)
0.44 (0.16)
p=.01
ns
p=.002
ns
Landscape
0.55 (0.26)
0.20 (0.13)
0.52 (0.30)
0.49 (0.17)
ns
p<.0001
ns
ns
ADULTS
(n=10)
(n=10)
(n=10)
(n=10)
Directional
0.64 (0.16)
0.70 (0.21)
0.77 (0.15)
0.53 (0.24)
p=.02
p<.02
p=.0003
ns
Landscape
0.36 (0.24)
0.36 (0.24)
0.60 (0.33)
0.35 (0.25)
ns
ns
ns
ns
The p value indicates a significant difference from zero of the asymmetry scores (original score
minus 0.5); the values in the parentheses refer to standard deviations.

Separate analyses of variance were conducted on the directional figures and the landscape
stimuli, with age, sex, and handedness as between-subjects variables.
In the ANOVA analysis for the directional figures, a significant handedness effect,
F(1,72)=15.09, p=.0002, was found (right-handers=0.69, left-handers=0.54) as was a significant
age effect, F(1,72)=6.27, p = .01 (with the mean score for children being 0.56 and that for adults,
0.66). There was no effect of sex, p=.85 (males =0.61; females=0.62). Moreover, the interaction
of handedness by sex was significant, F(1,72)=7.44, p=.003. As such, the data for males and
females were subjected to separate analyses of variance.
In males, there was a significant effect of age (children, m=0.55; adults, m=0.67;
F(1,36)=5.28; p<.03) but no effect of handedness (right-handers, m=0.63; left-handers, m=0.59;
p=.40). It must be noted that the interaction handedness by age was very close to significance
(F(1,36)=3.65; p=.06). In right-handed males no effect of age was found (children, m=0.62;
adults, m=0.64; p=.71) whereas in left-handed males this effect was significant (children,
m=0.48; adults, m=0.70; t(18)=-2.61; p=.01). In females, the ANOVA analysis showed a strong

effect of manual preference (right-handers, m=0.74; left-handers, m=0.49; F(1,36)=20.55;
p<.0001), no significant effect of age (children, m=0.58; adults, m=0.65; p=.21) and no
interaction at all, p=.73 (Figure 2).

Figure 2 : Series with directional figures
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In summary, for the directional figures, the results are different in males and females. The
handedness effect is strongly present in females (girls and women) with more right preference in
right-handers and no age effect. In males, the handedness effect was present in children but not in
adults; in fact the only participant group showing an age effect was the left-handed males group,
whose right preference increased significantly with age.

In the ANOVA analysis for the landscape figures, significant handedness (right-handers,
m=0.51; left-handers, m=0.35; F(1,72)=8.08; p<.01) and sex effects (males, m=0.36; females,

m=0.49; F(1,72)=4.89; p<.05) were found, but not an age effect (children, m=0.44; adults,
m=0.42; p=.69). The interaction handedness by sex by age was significant (F(1,72)=6.61; p=.01)
leading again to a separate analysis for males and females.
In males, a significant effect of handedness was found (right-handers, m=0.46; lefthanders, m=0.28; F(1,36)=6.08; p<.02), but not an age effect (children, m=0.38; adults, m=0.36;
p=.83). The interaction handedness by age was significant (F(1,36)=6.08; p<.02). In fact, there
was a nearly significant age effect in left-handers (children, m=0.20; adults, m=0.36; t(18)=-1.86;
p=.07) and no effect in right-handers (children, m=0.55; adults, m=0.36; p=.11). In females, the
handedness effect (right-handers, m=0.56; left-handers, m=0.42; p=0.11) and the age effect
(children, m=0.51; adults, m=0.48; p=0.73) were not significant and no interactions were found,
p=.20 (Figure 3).
Figure 3 : Series with landscape figures
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In summary, for the landscape figures, the results were different for males and females. In
females, no handedness or age effect was found. In males, the interaction handedness by age
shows that while no age effect was found in right-handers, a trend was present in the left-handed
group whose right preference increased with age. The same interaction is present for variables
directional and landscape figures in the left-handed male group. However, if right preference
increases for both variables with age, for landscape figures, left preference is still predominant in
adults.

Discussion
In the present paper we tested for the effects of both age and handedness in male and
female participants on visual aesthetic judgments. The interaction between biological factors,
such as cerebral lateralization (comparing right-/left-handers and males/females), and cultural
factors, like reading/writing directional scanning experience (comparing children and adults)
were explored. We also tested for the effect of stimuli characteristics using pictures with
directionality (with static and moving objects) and without directionality (landscapes).
The present study confirms the effect of stimulus characteristics on the visual aesthetic
preference task, found in a previous paper (Chokron and De Agostini, 2000). In this previous
work, in right-handers with different directional reading/writing habits, we found a significant
effect of reading/writing habits on aesthetic preference, with viewers preferring pictures with the
same directionality as their reading/writing habits. In contrast, we found no significant effect of
reading/writing habits for landscape images. In the present paper, the results for directional
images of static and moving objects were very similar, showing that preference was determined
more by the directionality than by the static or mobile characteristics of the pictures. However the
visual preference manifested for the landscape images was again different from the preference for

directional pictures. In this way, the present results confirm earlier results and emphasize the fact
that directional pictures and landscapes may be differentially processed.
Our results highlight the effect of the biological factors of handedness and sex on visual
aesthetic judgment and a cultural effect (age–related reading/writing direction) at least in the lefthanded male group. Indeed, according to our hypothesis, based on the fact that biologicallybased directional preferences and reading/writing habits have the same directionality, in pictures
with directionality all right-handed groups, children and adults, males and females, show a
preference for stimuli depicting objects with a rightward directionality, i.e., in the same direction
as the one used when reading. The age effect, which could also reflect the reading/writing
directional scanning experience effect, was expected in left-handers, who present opposite
biological/writing directionalities at an early stage of reading/writing. This significant change in
visual preference for directional pictures was observed at least in left handed males who, from
childhood to adulthood, significantly switch their preference for pictures with leftward
directionality to pictures with a left-right directionality (according to their reading direction). We
cannot exclude that this change stems from a natural maturational brain process in left-handers
(Geschwind and Galaburda, 1985), but our results suggest that it could be seen as resulting from
learning to read and write with a left-to-right direction.
In left-handers, if an atypical language cerebral representation has often been described
(Szaflarski et al., 2002), the influence of familial sinistrality (not assessed in the current study)
seems more important than the sex influence per se (Hécaen et al., 1981, and Bryden et al.,
1983). Nevertheless, the interaction observed in the present study between sex and manual
preference for directional images suggests that the environmental influence of reading/writing
habits significanlty affects only the male participants’ judgements. Left-handed adult female
participants do no show any directional preference, as left-handed girls do. These results

emphasize again the contribution of biological factors in visuospatial organization: females, at
least left-handed females, would be less sensitive to the environmental influence than males.
It is by now well established that right- and left-handers, at least as groups, differ in
cerebral lateralization of functions (Annett, 2002). Recently some studies have suggested that
handedness should be considered on a continuum, based on method of measure, rather than as a
dichotomy between right-handed and left-handed individuals (Bourne, 2008). In this study, given
the greater variability in lateralization in left- versus right- handers, only strong right- or lefthanded individuals were tested. It is possible that our left-handed population has distinctive
lateralization characteristics based on this methodological choice.
Differences in lateralization according to sex have also been found suggesting a greater
hemispheric specialization in male compared to female right-handed adults (Kimura, 1999). More
recently some studies have considered the interaction between handedness and sex. Bourne
(2008), with a chimeric faces test, found a relationship between handedness and lateralization for
men only. Along the same lines, in the present study the expected effect of directional acquired
habits and handedness on lateralization was found only in men.
In summary, the current findings confirm previous studies among French and Israeli
readers and raise the question of an interaction between cultural factors and cerebral dominance
in visuospatial organization. The results demonstrate that despite biological factors associated
with hemispheric specialization and the early presence of functional asymmetries (e.g.,
handedness) both of which influence scanning direction, environmental or cultural factors appear
to contribute to the aesthetic preference of images. In this report we also highlight that the
contribution of culture on aesthetic preference does not manifest to the same extent for lefthanded children and adults. In addition to age, a fourth factor - sex - intervenes in aesthetic
preference judgments. Left-handed females appeared to be less influenced by their reading

direction compared to left-handed males. In conclusion, culture, in the form of reading/writing
directional scanning, does play an important role in the way one scans and represents visuospatial
information. The extent of this influence and its possible effect on hemispheric specialization
remains to be investigated.
Indeed, these results stress the need of complementary studies, especially in participants
differing in manual preference and reading/writing habits, to disentangle biological and cultural
factors more thoroughly. As discussed in previous papers (Chokron, 2002; Chokron, Kazandjian
and De Agostini, in press; Kazandjian and Chokron, 2008), experimental studies dealing either
with cognitive/perceptual biases and/or with hemispheric specialization only scarcely take into
consideration the interaction between age, sex, manual preference and cultural influence (such as
reading and writing direction). However, as the present findings underscore, we may need to
study these factors concurrently in order to understand how nature and nurture interact in the
perception and representation of the external world.
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